Agnihotra Brings Peace and Relief

See ‘birds of peace’ manifesting in 3 Agnihotra Fires

At recent workshop in the Dandenong Mountains Vic. organized by Paras. Many young people attended. On right- long time Agnihotri JonRa.
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**Agnihotra on the Road Part 1**

**March 2016 Nth NSW & QLD**

In March this year Lee and Ana Ringma took to the road to share the graceful healing and blessed relief that Agnihotra and Homa Therapy brings into people’s lives. We drove up the NSW coast starting from Om Shree Dham in the Hunter Valley NSW, giving Agnihotra workshops all the way up to Brisbane Qld, across to Toowoomba and then down the New England Hwy. Highlights were well attended workshops in Wingam, Byron Bay area, Toowoomba and Armidale.

*Surfers Paradise workshop hosted by Canice (2nd right). Ana Ringma far left.*
In Brisbane a spontaneous workshop took place at Ricky and Salima’s place. Their 11 year old daughter Maitri loved Agnihotra so much that she now has her own pyramid and practices the Fire alongside her parents. The family have recently moved to Arizona, U.S. and are performing Agnihotra there. It is fascinating to see how things flow on. For example at the workshop was a Scottish visitor who has since taken Agnihotra back to Scotland.

A flow on from the Wingam workshop was having a stall at Enviro Fair Taree as well as 2 well received radio interviews.

*Tania from Peru and Lee representing Homa Therapy at Taree Envirofest*

*Concluding Envirofest with Agnihotra. Lesley far left invited us to the Festival.*
While in the Byron area conducting workshops we stayed in Mullumbimby in the home of Agnihotri Oni Blecher who kindly offered us her home while she was away. Every morning Ana and I would be performing Agnihotra outside in the garden. A Japanese family lived upstairs. The reality is that they left Japan to protect their child from radioactivity from Fukushima ie they are environmental refugees.

Fascinated by Agnihotra they requested Agnihotra ash as an antidote for radioactivity.

*Workshop in Byron area hosted by David Ackerman, Osteopath (far right)*

There was a well attended workshop in Toowoomba where 15 new people took up Agnihotra. Hosted by Janelle Brae, Natural Therapist, Janelle has been performing Agnihotra for several years and is excited for Toowoomba that many people in the area have taken up Agnihotra.

A young woman travelled all the way from Brisbane to attend and has been performing Agnihotra with great benefit. Here is her testimonial:
Mai Hawthorne’s Experiences

“I can definitely say that I am developing a much more intimate connection with nature, myself and the people around me because of Agnihotra. It amazes me that a small practice that doesn’t take long (and that we can easily fit into our routines) has such profound benefits on so many levels. I believe it is a practice that a lot of people will gravitate towards as the awareness spreads. I am deeply grateful for being introduced to Agnihotra.” ~ Mai Hawthorne, Brisbane, QLD

So often Divine beings appear in the Fire! Offering gifts!

Left: At workshop at Janelle Brae’s place in Toowoomba, QLD in March
Right: Asher and Paras at the workshop in their share home in the Dandenongs, Vic in July.
Anonymous:

“Agnihotra has changed my life in such amazing ways. Firstly I noticed my sense of well being and calmness changed within the first 24 hours of performing Agnihotra. I managed to continue with my Agnihotra as much as I physically could (not twice a day everyday - but close). I noticed my entire family seemed calmer and more grounded than usual.

One week later my husband who used beer to relax after his stressful days everyday 7 days a week - tells me that he's taking a break from drinking for awhile ! I was astounded. 6 months on my husband decided to give up smoking cigarettes and now after 3 months stopping (after 25 years of smoking) - he proudly claims he is a non smoker.

We live in the bush and all of the humans, animals and even the land seemed to have a 'content glow' about them. It feels so beautiful. I also noticed the pot plants that I was using the ash on, were absolutely booming with green leaves and shining like never before. They look sooo happy ! .......When performing Agnihotra I feel a deepenned spirit - earth connection and am ever so grateful for the benefits that my family and land receive.” Anonymous, QLD

Weekend retreat at The Sanctuary, Glen Innis area
The Homa Therapy Retreat was lovingly organized by Tina Gough, Energetic Healer and longtime Agnihotri. It was hosted by ‘The Sanctuary’, a bush sanctuary and healing retreat. Delicious organic vegetarian food was provided. The owner attended the workshop and took up Agnihotra to support nature as well as his own spiritual practices. Several organic farmers also took up Agnihotra to support their farming practices. A highlight was Agnihotra sunrise with steaming breath in the ti-pi followed by Om Tryambakam Homa in the retreat hall with crystal bowl sound healing. It was a beautiful transformative experience for all.

*Om Shree Dham*
*Homa Therapy Centre and Organic Farm  NSW*

*Luscious Homa food garden*
Agni Shala with a wild head of ‘hair’ and giant Lingam in background
Below nature exuding radiance and joy in Homa atmosphere.

The Devic realm is so present in the garden and the Buddha Pond below

Unusual pumpkin!  Herbs for our potent herbal teas
The Buddha Pond

A gentle natural bushfire in the hills surrounding our property
It amazes us how friendly fire becomes around Agnihotris. Here the underbrush is naturally burning off in a bush fire, preparing us for summer. Nature gifted our whole farm with a eucalyptus smudge!

*Healing a sick tree with Homa Therapy*

*Trunk is coated with ash-ghee and clay. Many fresh shoots and glossy leaves.*

Our macadamia tree was attacked by a plague of some kind of mining insect that was sucking the sap out of the new shoots. Under the mulch we saw a mass of tiny insect eggs. To remedy the situation Agnihotra ash was sprinkled around the base of the tree and watered in. Then a paste was made of Agnihotra ash, cow’s ghee and clay and smeared over the trunk from the base upwards and on any effected branches, also the cut off ravaged tips were smeared with the mix. The tree, a couple of months later was completely free of the insect plague, had abundant new shoots despite being winter and was outstanding in its shiny, radiant foliage. *Lee Ringma*
Homa Blessing at Om Shree Dham for mother to be

Performing Vyahruti as a blessing for pending motherhood at a gathering at Om Shree Dham
‘Women’s business’ with mother to be

Kylie on the right


**Staying at Om Shree Dham**

Throughout the year we have people staying at Om Shree Dham to experience Homa Therapy lifestyle. Homas are performed throughout the day and there are many opportunities to participate in Homa Organic farming through helping in the garden. We are building a Retreat and Education Centre and hands-on help is most welcome.

**Tania’s Experiences at Om Shree Dham**

Tania came over from Peru to have a deepened experience with Homa Therapy. She stayed for about 2 months.

"I came to Om Shree Dham because I wanted to improve my spirituality and to practice Homa farming. I am a Forestry Engineer and I like everything related to agricultural science and nature. My mother does Agnihotra in
Peru and sometimes I accompanied her, but I did not make it regular practice. The experience at Om Shree Dham gave me more than I expected. Practicing Homa Therapy and my experience at Om Shree Dham not only **deepened my spirituality, it also improved my health, gave me more knowledge related to agriculture and improved my prosperity.** I feel very grateful for Homa Therapy and for the Ringma Family because they made me feel like it was my home.

I came on 9th of June and I stayed for more than two months here. During this time I helped with the farm work, for example, feeding the cows, making cow dung patties for the Homas and working with the vegetable gardens and fruit trees. All this work was complemented with Homa Therapy practices. I did the sunrise and sunset fire, one hour Om Tryambakam daily, the Gayatri, etc. All these activities helped me in an holistic way, the good actions producing good karma in my soul and my body. I am very grateful to God for bringing me here, for permitting me to know the Ringmas and for the good times here on the farm and in Australia. Homa Therapy has helped me a lot.”  

*Tania, Lima Peru*
Left- Tania presiding over delicious orange juice from our Homa citrus trees  
Right- Mid day Gayatri with Homa the day before returning to Peru  

Gordana and Zoran from Melbourne in the Fire Hut at Om Shree Dham
Zoran’s Experiences:

1. Torn Achilles tendon heals

“In June 2014, I tore my Achilles tendon. Three months later, I was at a doctor’s appointment concerning medication for my high blood pressure. When he saw how I was walking, he sent me to do an MRI scan (see the picture below). My Achilles tendon was torn 3cm. The doctor gave me a referral to have an operation done, because as he tried to explain, it would be impossible for the tendon to naturally reattach to where it had been torn. I decided to use natural methods such as comfrey balm, which I applied until January 2015, when I learned about the Agnihotra and Monika Koch’s recipes. (‘Homa Therapy, The Ancient Science of Healing’)

After a few weeks of practicing Agnihotra and applying a balm made from the Agnihotra ash and ghee, I very quickly noticed an improvement and felt like the tendon was reattaching – my right leg has since resumed normal functioning.
2. Cat’s character changes from remote to friendly

When I began doing Agnihotra in our backyard, we had a cat and dog. The cat never allowed anyone to pat her, but as soon as I began to set up for the fire, the cat would approach and remain close until I finished. We noticed that the cat had become more mellow and would allow us to pat her, and that it was almost as though she was asking us to perform Agnihotra.

3. Deep bruise recovers in 3 days

On the 9th December, 2015, I injured my hamstring on my right leg. Immediately it began swelling and a bruise formed which quickly spread on the upper leg. The next day I could hardly walk and I drove the car with my left leg. As soon as this happened I began applying the Agnihotra ash and ghee balm. The pain was minimal and the swelling lessened over two days such that the skin regained its normal colour. Three days after the injury, everything had returned to normal as though I’d never been injured.”
**Gordana’s Experiences**

1. Reoccurring wart and scarring on face completely clears

“For many years I had a wart on the left side of my nose and near my eye. I attempted to heal it in numerous ways, but was not entirely successful as after some time it would always return. After almost a year of drinking water with Agnihotra ash, the scar faded permanently and the skin is clear and unblemished.

2. Stress clears and healthy dietary shift occurs naturally

My husband is present when I perform Agnihotra. He experienced great stress, so red patches appeared on the skin on his lower body which was medically untreatable. We made an ointment using Agnihotra ash and ghee, which we applied daily to his legs for a few months, in which time it healed. Along with that, he has been drinking water with Agnihotra ash in it for almost a year. I also noticed that he no longer asks for meat to eat, but instead prefers fruit and fresh salad.

3. Crush wound heals quickly and pain healed miraculously fast

Recently the car door was accidentally slammed shut on my right hand, crushing my middle finger. In a moment, the blood began to seep out. I rested my finger against a bottle of frozen water and used a band-aid to stem the blood flow. When I arrived home and took the band-aid off, I applied the Agnihotra ash on it and replaced the band-aid. Immediately all pain left and in two days I could remove the band-aid. It healed unbelievably quickly.”  
*Gordana, Frankston, Vic*
Agnihotra on the road part 2

July 2016 South Coast and VIC

Frits and Lee travelled a 3500 Km round trip down the beautiful South Coast to Vic conducting Agnihotra workshops along the way. Their daughter Ana Ringma and visitor from Peru Tania Gutierrez, kept the Fires going at Om Shree Dham, looked after the cows, maintained cow dung cake production and looked after the veggie gardens. This enabled Frits and Lee to do Agnihotra outreach work to bring the healing balm of Agnihotra to many and to nature.

![Tania and Ana](image)

Departing from Om Shree Dham, the first stop was at Narooma Ecotel (below) where we did the next morning sunrise Agnihotra. To our surprise 5 people braved the cold in the early morning to attend and 4 of them took up Agnihotra! Narooma Ecotel is an enterprise set up by Stina Kerans and partner. Their passion is to create living structures that nurture community and environment- [www.ecotel.com.au](http://www.ecotel.com.au) [www.sunvillages.com.au](http://www.sunvillages.com.au)
From Narooma we drove onto the Bega Valley to dedicated Agnihotris, Rikai and Mark Blondel’s property. Their plans are to build a yoga/meditation retreat in Homa atmosphere with Homa veggies on the menu. As well as a workshop with their circle of friends we had a special Fire and sound healing session down at the bubbling creek on their land. Frits performed the Homas, Lee played the crystal bowl and Mark went into a reverie of ancient tongues.
Our next stop was Lakes Entrance at the home of long time Agnihotri, Cass Roadknight. Two women took up Agnihotra in the area, one a practitioner of Orthobionomy.

The first workshop in Melbourne was organized by Zoran and Gordana in Nth Dandenong. Mostly members of the Serbian community attended. They also attended the **Homa Farming Day** at Marko’s luscious organic farm in Drouin. Marko is Zoron’s son. Several members of this community are planning to develop an organic farm both in Australia and in Serbia supported by Homa farming principles. They are acutely aware of the deterioration of both food quality and supply and deeply know that growing one’s own organic food as a community is necessary now. They also wish to bring the healing balm of Agnihotra to heal the war scars in their mother land.
2 aspiring organic farmers on the left. Marko on the right

Planting seeds with ash, watering over right hand to Om Tryambakam Homa
Some of the activities at the Homa Farming day:

- Introduction to patting out cow dung for Agnihotra cow dung cakes. Most people chose to do this with bare hands knowing the healing properties of organic cow dung. In the Vedas it states that cow dung is not only clean, it is antiseptic and medicinal! For example in World War 1 in Europe cow dung poultices effectively healed gangrenous wounds. We noted that the cow dung collected contained grain seed due to supplement feeding, making the cow dung unfortunately not suitable for Agnihotra.

- Learning Om Tryambakam Homa. Agnihotra is the only Homa that can bring in the flood of prana creating a vital biosphere, while Om Tryambakam Homa is utilized in Homa farming to add more nutritional fragrance and heightened vibration to the atmosphere.

- Homa methods of planting seed. Above photo shows the planted seed being watered with ash water running over the right hand. The hand of a regular Agnihotri carries a heightened healing energy. The seed is first soaked in cow’s urine which has anti-fungal and fortifying properties. In the absence of cow urine we soaked the seed in ash water. When planting we dug a hole, deeper than required, placed Agnihotra ash in the bottom, sprinkled soil on top on which nestled the seed then covered with soil. This encourages the roots to anchor deeply, strengthening the plant as it seeks out the nutritional and pranic content of the ash.

- Group sunset Agnihotra imbuing the farm with its fragrance and prana.
Sunset Agnihotra concluded a wonderful farm day.

Far left is Gordana. Gordana’s suburban veggie garden in Frankston is thriving with daily Agnihotra practice. In the background is Petra and Greg, long time Agnihotris who are looking for land to start their own organic farm supported by Homa Therapy.

Marko’s experience:

1. “It was very serendipitous when Lee and Frits spontaneously called me a few days before the workshop as they were passing through on their way to Melbourne and held a sunset Agnihotra inside the house in the living area.... What was really interesting to me, being someone that has quite vivid dreams; I remember waking up with the dream of the whole living room being renovated, painted completely white and looking like a palace. And that’s exactly what happened later that day energetically with the Agnihotra. What a beautiful experience.

2. The other thing I noticed since doing the Agnihotra was literally the day I started doing it the **chickens egg production increased by about**
25%, this was during the winter time so their egg production was quite low, and the increase was very noticeable. It's beautiful to see how quickly nature responds to this amazing tradition.

3. Finally, I notice an overall sense of calm and peace in taking the time to engage with this ancient practice.” Marko, Drouin, Vic

Workshop jam packed with people at Leonie’s home in Anglesea

Leonie’s experience:

“What Agnihotra brings to me, and it has done many times in the past, is that it brings a heightened awareness in my consciousness to situations that are not serving me, people etc. It allows my intuition to flourish without question and brings me into Alignment with my true self. It is like anything that does not support my highest self is revealed and has no choice but to drop away. .....So many people enjoyed the workshop and
I have just come out of a meeting with Melody, Carl (chai) and a local lady who owns a Vegan restaurant and we are going to continue mindfulness gatherings and start off with Agnihotra. Very special. *Leonie, Anglesea, Vic*

*Workshop at Sonia Lloyd’s home in Surrey Hills*

Sonia makes Ayurvedic skincare and plans to incorporate Agnihotra ash in some of her products to impart greater vitality. Both Sonia and her 22 year old son Jade (far left in photo above) are now practicing Agnihotra together.

Sonia writes “Jade and I have been experiencing a lot of purification (since the workshop and resuming Agnihotra.) I’ve completely given up coffee, having not had one since just before your stay. **I can see how easy it is to drop unhelpful habits via the daily practice.** I have also been quite unwell with a terrible cough and a lot of mucus that was lodged in my lungs is finally leaving.”
I do feel very much like we are undergoing quite the transformation of my health which was very much in need as I’ve had such low energy for so long.” Sonia Lloyd, Surrey Hills Vic.

**Sushie’s experience:**

Ralph and Sushie regularly organize Agnihotra gatherings in their home and at various sites in the Warburton area:

“..................Lee and Frits from Om Shree Dham came to stay with us for 3 nights to run workshops in the Warburton region. There were regular fires at dawn and sunset and even some special Homas in the early hours of the morning. During this time I noticed the change in the atmosphere and actually perceived mantras implanted in the air around our home, like an energy that was held in the particles of our surrounds. It was proof to me of the power of the Homas and mantras.
We also noticed that the birds who usually feed at our place were feeding very peacefully together. Normally they squabble and sqwark and there is definitely a pecking order. But this time, with both sunrise and sunset Agnihotra consistently taking place even the pecking order seemed to vanish as the different species were enjoying a feed together!

Also when I went out to the garden to pick some mandarines from our heavily laden tree, I noticed an energy coming out of the leaves, as if it was beaming out Love. It seemed as if the tree was saying thankyou for our efforts to help nature heal. Our younger plants were growing very straight and every plant appeared to be very alive and charged with life force.

As a result we are even more convinced that Agnihotra is powerful in rejuvenating the environment as well as very nurturing to all life forms. Thankyou very much for the dedication to spreading this knowledge.” *Sushie and Ralph Ballard, Warburton, Vic*

**Asher’s Experience**

Asher came across Agnihotra at a workshop we conducted in Coburg seven years ago. The recent workshop in Upwey organized by Paras in their share home has deepened Asher’s commitment to performing Agnihotra utilizing it in his daily life. See the full article on new FaceBook Agnihotra support group for Vic: *Agnihotra (Homa Therapy) Victoria*

“......I spend half my week at my house and half the week at my dear beloved’s on the other side of the city and have recently begun performing Agnihotra at her house. My beautiful partner lives in an incredible house that up until recently was operating with some disharmony, this has been mostly shifted, with lingering vibes. It has been amazing to witness and feel the restoration of clarity and harmony that Agnihotra has helped to re-establish, it has been evident that it has a powerful intelligence that lovingly dispels that which is not in sync with nature........................................ Step by step, day by day, I am learning as how to be more in connection
with myself and nature- Agnihotra has been a great tool for this.............
when I bring myself deep in to gaze with the fire, there is less room for
distraction, I feel the sharpening of my focus, my attention and my will....... 
......................I am enjoying ................ the beauty of connection that people can
harness when gathered around a fire that draws in such pure potent life
force. It is remarkable and a true gift of life......” Asher Glass, Upwey. Vic

Photo above taken at a flourishing workshop in Elwood, a suburb of Melbourne.

This workshop was organized by Laura Poole, Vedic meditation teacher. Increasingly students of Yoga and meditation are taking to Agnihotra,
recognizing its deepening and quickening effect on meditation and
spiritual development regardless of one’s chosen path. Homa Therapy is
being recognized as a truly universal tool that brings relief and peace
wherever it is performed. Totally self- empowering , no intermediary such
as a priest or healer is required. You do Agnihotra and the healing and
spiritual development simply happens with environmental healing taking
place at the same time - what Grace! Let’s share Agnihotra everywhere.
Agni hotra while on the road

Homa Therapy at Women’s Retreat

Zanetta, 2nd on left at Agnihotra workshop near Mullumbimby
Zanetta was the first Australian to take up Agnihotra. She learnt from Jarek Bizberg in 1979, who is now co-running a Homa Therapy Centre in Poland. Zanetta was known then as Kelly Wilson. Zanetta occasionally facilitates Agnihotra Retreats. She is also a wonderful intuitive healer. Her main healing modality is deep foot massage.

“I just facilitated a three day workshop /retreat teaching about Agnihotra and doing an overnight Om Tryambakam Homa. Including me we were five women altogether, and to spend this time doing the sunrise and sunset Agnihotra, and opening our hearts and souls so deeply was so wonderful, just So Wonderful!!So much laughing and creating, cooking up feasts, meditating and chanting with the fire. I noticed how quickly and easily we all became so connected and so open as result of the fire, and I just feel that to bring women together to share and learn Agnihotra is so healing and important. To take a few days out of busy life - to be in a Wi-Fi, mobile and screen free zone - to not have to go anywhere - we all realized how difficult it was to organize and extricate ourselves to do this - but how totally necessary. Every day we had magnesium and ash baths and were drinking the ash water, and the relief and the relaxation set in. So so Good!!So I am wishing you all Happy Fires, Keep the Homa fires burning!”

Big Love from Zanetta
Zanetta Shakti, Mullumbimbi, NSW  
zanetta@zanettashakti.com

**Agnihotra in Bali**

**NewEarth Nation community**
Today, as a result of the many seeds that have been sown, many are coming to embrace the practice of daily Agnihotra and in particular the people associated with the NewEarth Nation here on Bali and elsewhere
around the world. The NewEarth Nation is actively sharing this knowledge with their community members through [http://ArksofFire.com](http://ArksofFire.com) as well as [http://NewEarthNation.org](http://NewEarthNation.org)

Greetings on the farm with the NewEarth crew

Dr. Nancy Ash, Global Director of the NewEarth Nation recently emphasized the importance of Agnihotra in a letter she sent to me describing it as seminal to the work of the NewEarth Nation community and as such it is now being implemented here on Bali as a part of our organic farming practices as well as it is performed daily here at the NewEarth Haven and ClearCafe both are highly frequented locations which are very public venues where many are being introduced to it for the first time.

It truly is a time of great transformation and as such it is a time when all things are now possible that only a few years ago were difficult to envision.
Our hearts are open and our minds are fertile for this ancient solution to modern pollution to take root and be recognized as the powerful energetic force for restoration of our environment and our health that it truly is.”

Robert Bruce Bagnall:  homagrown@gmail.com

Author of  ‘The Ancient Solution to Modern Pollution’

Brother Sky’s first Agnihotra in Bali

_Agnihotra Gatherings in Singapore_

Agnihotra at Sunshine Welfare Action Mission (SWAMI) Home

Regular Agnihotra gatherings at 5 Sembawang Walk, Singapore
Sunrise Agnihotra 1st Sat of the month at 6 am
Sunset Agnihotra  2nd Tue at 6 pm.
Agnihostra sunset performed for Swami Home for the elderly

Kampung Senang Singapore Cancer and Chronic illness support

“We facilitate Agnihotra gatherings to support recovery of people affected by cancer and other chronic illnesses. Betty Khoo has helped to coordinate Agnihotra at our Centres as a Kampung Senang volunteer. Clara Lau is also an active volunteer. Usually it is on Saturday evenings.

Our main services are food therapy, wheel chairs repair support and compassion subsidy for their natural therapy. We have three spare Agnihotra sets for beginners who wish to experience in a group before they commit to buy and do it at home.

Agnihostra Kits manufactured at Om Shree Dham Australia, are available at Kampung Senang shop. Our Retail name is ECO-Harmony Global
Network Ltd-A Social Enterprise of Kampung Senang Charity & Education Foundation. Address: Block 106 Aljunied Crescent #01-205 Singapore 380106. Contact Number:+65 67498509 Fax:+65 68445815. Email:admin@eco-harmony.net.” Joyce Lau Contact for gatherings : Betty Khoo - email battybooo@gmail.com

Ajuntha Anwari (formerly Nazli)
Ajuntha practices Agnihotra daily, is happy to teach others and has Agnihotra kits for sale - ajuntha.anwari@gmail.com

Ajuntha above right introducing Agnihotra
About Om Shree Dham

Our Mission and Vision

- To give back to our planet and mighty nature through performing Homas daily and teaching Homa Therapy
- To provide an example of a new way of life where nature and people thrive in a vitalized, purified, peaceful Homa Biosphere
- To provide comfortable accommodation for people to learn Homa Therapy and Homa Organic farming which in turn benefits their homes, properties and communities.
- To inspire and facilitate a new way of life in the Retreat /Seminar Centre, currently being built, where we will run courses, retreats, healing and performing arts events, espousing sustainable living such as: growing organic food, healthy eating and organic food preparation, non-violent communication techniques, yoga, meditation, spirituality, sound healing, dance therapy, performing arts, etc.
• To provide a loving, respectful space for inner transformation through the daily Homa program and the grounding provided by harmonious organic garden surrounds imbued with Homas and mantras.

• To work towards community living where the daily Homas, organic farming and creative humanitarian pursuits sustain us and the land physically and spiritually

• To inspire others to set up their own Homa farms and communities in the area to support each other and incorporate such things as barter, group harvests, etc and most importantly to enable ceaseless Om Tryambakam Homa as a planetary service. Homa Valley rather than Hunter Valley!

• To imbue farming and everyday life with Divinity

**If you would you like to be involved, our current needs are:**

- People with building skills and people who would like to give a hand with building our retreat and healing centre. We aim to get it operational early next year; still a lot to be done.

Skilled people to help with organic food growing, cow culture, website and digital outreach. Help us create the infrastructures and ongoing Homa organic food production. As an exchange we provide accommodation and a delicious organic vegetarian lunch in a beautiful nature setting full of transformational potential and adjacent to vast bush land/national park. You provide for your own breakfast and dinner. Give us a call or email and we would love to chat with you about it.- international and national planetary citizens welcome! Ph 02-49981332  Int.Ph:0061 2 49981332

- Help seed this massive project through donations. We are unwaged volunteers, totally dedicated to this mission to create a healthy, happy, holy life. Regular and one off donations are greatly appreciated. See how below.
The services we offer now

Homa Therapy Centre offering support to Australasia for over 2 decades. Information and Homa Therapy supplies available. Website with comprehensive information, world clock, timesheet service and products for Homa Therapy and other healing products. www.agnihotra.com.au

Australian chemical free produced Agnihotra Pyramids and copper tools made in Homa Biosphere at Om Shree Dham

The Agnihotra pyramids and the copper tools are manufactured here at Om Shree Dham. Unlike factory produced pyramids where chemicals are used, there are no chemicals utilized here in the manufacturing of the pyramids. Produced in a Homa biosphere where daily Homas have been performed for the last 27 years, the pyramids and other copper items are both physically and energetically clean. As well as supplies we provide comprehensive instruction in the form of an information package and are available to answer questions to support your ongoing practice.

Accommodation in transformational atmosphere

Om Shree Dham has accommodation, both caravan and comfortable apartment complete with bathroom and kitchen, available for visitors wishing to experience a Homa lifestyle and its healing atmosphere, set in the beautiful country side of the Hunter Valley NSW. See www.omshreedham.com.au

Our online shop includes Homa Therapy supplies, energetic tools of great purity and hand–made high vibrational jewelry

Apart from Agnihotra supplies, including cow dung patties, we also carry powerfully effective high energy healing tools such as Lingams, Yantras, Moldavite, Malas, Rudraksysas, sacred jewelry, meditation cushions imbued with high vibration, etc.

Your purchases and donations support the voluntary work of teaching Agnihotra and the building of our Retreat Centre and Homa organic farm – a centre of healing and transformation to benefit many.
Website available to calculate your Agnihotra timings

Available online is the Agnihotra timing program where you can calculate the Agnihotra timings yourself. It is linked to Google Earth and easy to use for Mac or PC.

Enter your address and time zone and click Search. You can than fine tune your exact location by zooming in. After you click “Next” select the dates you want to be calculated. After clicking “Calculate” you can copy and paste the results.

We also provide the ongoing free service of calculating and providing your Agnihotra timetable for you.

Request your PDF copy for 2016 now.

For this service please use:


To calculate your own timings online:

http://www.homatherapie.de/en/Agnihotra_Zeitenprogramm.html

Donations welcome

Support the current work of building and completing our Homa Therapy Retreat Centre - pictured above. Your donations will help us to accomplish our mission to enable us to reach many more people with courses in Homa Therapy, Agnihotra Teacher training, Homa Organic farming and the opportunity to stay in comfortable accommodation, eat Homa produce brimming with life-force, and enjoy the healing and transformation that the daily Homa Fires bring.

All work is done by volunteers. Homa Therapy Association of Australia is non-profit, however donations are not tax deductible.

Donations using paypal: omshreedham@optusnet.com.au